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it is good to bear' in mind that at the root there is
an onomatopoeic word, on account of which the agreements
are possible. One knows indeed the difficulties presented
by the etymology of the words like Gr. /xv0os, Lat. mugio,
mutus, French muse&u, etc.
The conclusions which are drawn from all that has
been said and which it is necessary to formulate in order
to oppose a tendency to which one has been tempted
hitherto to yield too easily are above all negative. In
the present state of our knowledge, there is nothing which
permits us to affirm that the aspect assumed by Aryan
*in India is due 1o its adoption by a population speaking
Dravidian languages. If there is any substratum at all,
it can be searched for equally well in other families,
especially in Munda.
On the other hand the vocabularies furnish a proof
of very ancient relations between the populations speaking
Sanskrit and Dravidian. But in what did these relations
consist: superposition and substitution from Sanskrit to
Dravidian, direct contact or indirect exchanges ? It .is
impossible to determine that. So far as there is a
chronology of the Sanskrit texts these relations can be
dated at the earliest by the end of the Vedic period and
would be localised at first in Northern India. One
would like to ascertain which dialects. Dravidian or
Indo-Aryan, weie involved in it : unfortunately the
'evidences are confusing. The initial b- of bidala confirm-
ed by Ka$miri and Syrian Gypsy is to-day in Dravidian
the characteristic of the Canara-Kurukh- Brahui o-roup •
the v of Kljana-vyajana- (if the interpretation suggested
above is taken into consideration) characterises the Teljfgu-
Gondi-Tamil group ; as the division of b and v between
the Western and Eastern dialects in Dravidian corresponds

